ABSTRACT Business processes are usually described and verified by the process models before they are implemented in the information systems. However, there exist deviations between the activities of a process model and those in event logs generated from the information systems. To replay the activities in the logs, the existing model needs to be repaired. In the current repair methods, the models with concurrent blocks cannot be simply repaired. Therefore, this paper proposes a new model repair approach based on logic Petri nets. Concurrent transition pairs and choice transition pairs are constructed based on process trees. By traversing optimal alignments, the transitions between the head and tail of concurrent blocks are determined, deviations are used to judge whether the activities in a process model and event logs have concurrent transition pairs or choice transition pairs, and the model is then repaired via logic Petri nets. Finally, the correctness and effectiveness of the proposed model repair method are illustrated by the experiments. INDEX TERMS Process model, model repair, logic Petri net, process tree, alignment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Process mining extracts process-related information from event logs to discover, monitor, and improve actual business processes [1] - [3] . There are three kinds of process mining techniques including process discovery, conformance checking, and process improvement. Process discovery is generating a process model from event logs; conformance checking is to compare a process model with its event logs, and replay event logs on the process model to check its compliance; process improvement is using event logs generated by actual processes to extend or improve process models. At present, there are many process discovery algorithms. α algorithm [4] is to use the sequential relations of activities to discover process models when event logs are complete. Some studies have extended α algorithm. For example, the method in [5] can effectively mine invisible transitions, and an algorithm is designed in [6] to discover process models with non-free choice structures. A heuristic mining algorithm is used to consider the frequency of events and sequences based on process models described by causal networks [7] . A statebased region discovery algorithm in [8] is proposed to find regions of corresponding places by using concurrent structures. It uses a transition system as the input. A process-based region discovery algorithm in [9] uses ''language'' as the input to find regions of corresponding places by using concurrent structures.
When evaluating the quality of process models, four dimensions [10] are usually considered: fitness, simplicity, precision, and generalization. Fitness refers to the capability that event logs can be replayed on a process model. If the model can replay all sequences of activities called traces in event logs, the fitness is ideal. Fitness is the most important indicator for evaluating model quality. In reality, either process discovery or model correction is trying to improve fitness. Simplicity requires that the model structure is simple. Precision describes that only the traces of event logs can be replayed. Generalization is predicting the future traces.
Common conformance checking [10] includes token replay, footprint comparison, and alignment. Through conformance checking, the deviations between event logs and process models can be found. Then, process models can be extended or repaired to make the models more realistic. By traversing alignments between process models and its event logs, the deviations can be accurately located with log activities, model activities, and synchronized activities.
The study by Fahland and Aalst [11] collects the non-fitting sub-logs with deviations based on alignments and inserts the self-loops that do not fit the sub-logs into original models. The Goldratt's approach and Knapsack's approach [12] add a single activity to the original model in the form of self-loops according to different constraints. The Fahland's repair approach, together with the Goldratt's and Knapsack's repair approaches improve the fitness of models and their event logs, but it allows sub-processes to be repeated multiple times, resulting in a low precision and increasing the complexity of the repaired models.
In some Petri net-based approaches, the repair methods cannot well describe some logic relations among transitions. Logic Petri net-based approaches can solve such problems very well. Logic Petri nets [30] are a high-level Petri net and have simplicity comparing with the traditional Petri net models. The input and output of transitions are restricted by some logic functions. It can describe the logic relations among transitions, and well describe the network structures of real-time collaborative systems. Many studies on logic Petri nets have been conducted. Liu et al. [13] analyze the practical significance of modeling based on logic Petri nets. Luan et al. [14] analyze the composition and compatibility of logic Petri nets. Du et al. [15] propose a process mining algorithm based on logic Petri nets. It can well describe the relations between parallel activities. At present, there are also many model repair methods to improve the precision of models that have specific structures. Zhang et al. [16] propose an approach to repair the process models containing a causal relation and a concurrent relation, respectively. It defines a precursor set and a successor set of activities and determines the relation of the elements in each of them. Zhang et al. propose an approach for repairing the process models containing choice structures. It decides the positions where to repair the model by studying the relations among transitions in the choice structures [17] . Xu et al. [18] propose an approach to repair models with logic concurrent and casual relations. It obtains deviation positions by constructing a ladder matrix. A ladder matrix is used to record the differences between an original process model and event logs. However, when we need to repair models without considering some branches of concurrent blocks, or we add new branches of concurrent blocks, or change choice structures of concurrent blocks to concurrent structures, the repaired models obtained by the existing approaches usually have low precision and simplicity. Some Petri net-based approaches cannot recognize the logic relations among log activities, model activities, new activities and other transitions of concurrent blocks. The existing Logic Petri net-based approaches cannot repair this structure well or have the possibility of data explosion. In order to solve these problems, we define concepts of concurrent transition sets, head and tail transitions, and choice transition sets according to process trees. Comparing with other approaches, there is no need to generate additional matrices. Besides, it can easily identify the relations among transitions.
Therefore, we propose an efficient approach for repairing process models with concurrent blocks based on logic Petri nets. This work has the following contributions:
(1) To confirm where deviations appear in a process model, based on process trees, we define some essential concepts, including concurrent transition pairs, concurrent branches, and choice transition pairs. (2) The proposed approach can effectively repair process models with concurrent blocks. Specifically, we collect log activities, model activities and new activities of optimal alignments. For a model activity that is from a concurrent transition pair, the pre-set and post-set of the transition are deviation positions; for a log activity that is from a choice transition pair which is a synchronous activity, the transitions of its choice transition pairs are deviation positions; if a new activity is a log activity and its previous and following activities are from a concurrent transition pair, the pre-set and post-set of the transition are deviation positions. Finally, we judge the logic relations among transitions and repair the model based on deviations. (3) Simulation experiments illustrate the correctness and effectiveness of the proposed approach.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews some basic concepts. Sections III-V present new approaches to repair models that contain concurrent blocks with model activities, new activities and log activities, respectively. For model activities, Section III gives an approach to repair models without considering a branch of concurrent blocks. For new activities, Section IV repairs models by adding new branches of concurrent blocks. For log activities, Section V repairs models by changing choice structures of concurrent blocks to concurrent structures. Experiment results are given in Section VI. Section VII concludes this work.
II. PRELIMINARIES
This section briefly reviews some basic concepts including multi-set, traces and event logs [19] , [20] , [21] - [24] , tuples [10] , pre-set and post-set, Petri nets [25] - [28] , [31] - [46] , alignment, optimal alignment [29] , and then introduces concepts of logic Petri nets and the process trees [30] , [47] . In the following content, N represents a natural number set, i.e., N = {0, 1, 2, · · · }.
Definition 1 (Multiple Set): Let S be a set. A multi-set D over S is a function D: S → N + , where N + represents a set of positive integers. B(S) represents the set of all multiple sets on S.
Definition 2 (Traces and Event logs): Let be the set of all activity. A ⊆ represents a set, and trace σ ∈ A * is a sequence of activities. An event log L ∈ B(A * ) is a multiple set of traces on A.
Definition 3 (Tuples): r = (b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n ) ∈ A × A × . . . × A is a tuple with n elements, and π i (r) represents the i-th element of r. VOLUME 7, 2019 Definition 4 (Pre-Set and Post-Set): N = (P, T ; F) is a net, where P is a finite set of places, T is a finite set of transitions, and F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P) is a set of directed arcs. For ∀x ∈ P ∪ T ,
where • x represents the pre-set of x, and x • represents the post-set of x.
Definition 5 (Petri Nets): A four-tuple PN = (P, T ; F, M ) is called a Petri net, where (1) π 1 (γ ) = σ denotes a trace sequence generated by a move sequence; and (2) m i [π 2 (γ ) > m f , i.e., a sequence of activities in the model generates a complete firing sequence; where if a ∈ A and t = >>, it is called a log activity; if a = >> and t ∈ T , it is called a model activity; if a ∈ A and t ∈ T , it is called a synchronous activity; and otherwise, it is called an illegal activity.
In the following content, let σ,PN denotes the set of all alignments between a trace σ and a model PN.
Definition 7 (Optimal Alignment): Let A ∈ , σ ∈ A * be a trace on A, and PN = (P, T ; F, M ). γ ∈ σ,PN is called an optimal alignment between σ and PN if ∀γ ∈ σ,PN :
(a,t)∈γ l c (a, t) (a ,t )∈γ l c (a , t ), where l c (a, t) is a likelihood cost function. If a ∈ A and t = >>, l c (a, t) = 1; if a = >> and t ∈ T , l c (a, t) = 1; and if a ∈ A and t ∈ T , l c (a, t) = 0.
Let σ,PN ,lc denotes the set of all optimal alignments between a trace σ and a model PN in the following content. Note that, there may be more than one optimal alignment between each trace and model. (2) T = T D ∪ T I ∪ T O is a finite set of transitions, and 
i.e., the logic output transition t can be fired, for ∀p ∈
i.e., the logic function f O (t) is true under M ; and for Figure 1 shows an example of a simple logic Petri net model LPN 1 (1) a ∈ A∪{τ } is a process tree; and (2) If PT 1 , . . . , PT n (n > 0) are process trees, and then ⊕(PT 1 , . . . , PT n ) is also a process tree. There are four kinds of operators in the operator set: × represents a choice relation, i.e., only one of the sub-trees corresponding to the operator will occur; → represents an order relation, i.e., the sub-tree corresponding to the operator will occur sequentially; represents a cyclic relation, i.e., the sub-tree corresponding to the operator is a loop body; ∧ represents a parallel relation, i.e., the sub-tree corresponding to the operator will occur in parallel.
III. A REPAIR APPROACH WITHOUT CONSIDERING SOME BRANCHES OF CONCURRENT BLOCKS
There exist deviations between the activities of a process model and those in event logs generated from the information systems. To replay the behaviors recorded in the logs, the model needs to be repaired.
This section presents a new approach to repair models without considering some branches of concurrent blocks. Given a Petri net model, we first compute its optimal alignment and then construct its process tree. We define some definitions regarding the process tree.
Definition 10 (Tree Relation): Let A ∈ , PN = (P, T ; F, M ), and PT be a process tree of PN. |→ is a tree relation symbol, and (t i , ⊕) * |→ (t j , ⊕) * is a tree relation. Definition 11 (Concurrent Blocks): Let A ∈ , PN = (P, T ; F, M ), and PT be a process tree of PN. C B = ∧{t * i } is a concurrent block, where Figure 2 is a process tree
There is a concurrent block in PT 1 . C B = ∧{t 2 , t 3 , t 4 } is a concurrent block, where n| → . . . | → t 2 , n|→ . . . |→ t 3 , and n|→ t 4 .
Definition 12 (Node Relation): Let PN = (P, T ; F, M ), and PT be a process tree of PN. n is a node of PT. A root node is in the top layer of PT, where (1) If n is not a root node and n.parent|→ n, then n.parent denotes the parent node of n. If n| →n.child, n.child denotes the child node of n; (2) If n.parent|→ n, n.parent|→ n.lsib, and n.parent|→ n.rsib, then n.lsib and n.rsib denote sibling nodes of n, where n.lsib, n.rsib are on the left and right side of n, respectively; (3) If n is not a leaf node and n.child |→ . . . |→ n.child.p, then n.child.p denotes a subsequent leaf node of n; and 
FIGURE 4.
An optimal alignment between σ 1 and PN 1 .
FIGURE 5.
A process tree PT 2 of PN 1 .
lchild.lp is a subsequent leaf node of n, and n.lchild.lp has no right sibling nodes, then n.lchild.lp denotes the leftmost leaf node of n. If n|→ . . . |→ n.rchild.rp, n.rchild.rp is a subsequent leaf nodes of n, and n.rchild.rp has no left sibling nodes, then n.rchild.rp denotes the rightmost leaf node of n.
For example, as shown in Figure 2 , the root node of
The left sibling node of n is t 1 , and the right sibling node of n is t 5 . n.lchild = '' →'' and n.rchild = ''t 4 ''. Meanwhile, t 2 , t 3 , and t 4 are subsequent leaf nodes of n. t 2 and t 4 are the leftmost leaf node and the rightmost leaf node of n, respectively.
Definition 13 (Head-to-Tail Transitions):
Let A ∈ and PN = (P, T ; F, M ). PT is a process tree of PN, and n ∈ PT . If n = ''∧'', (n.lsib, n.rsib) is called head-to-tail transitions, where n.lsib is called head transition and n.rsib is called tail transition. n.lsib and n.rsib are left and right sibling nodes of n, respectively.
In the following content, we let C HT = {(n.lsib, n.rsib) |∀n ∈ PT ∧ n = ''∧''} denotes head-to-tail transition sets containing all head-to-tail transitions of concurrent blocks. Example 1: Figure 3 is an example of a Petri net model PN 1 , and σ 1 = <t 1 , t 3 , t 4 , t 6 > is a trace. An optimal alignment denoted by γ 1 between σ 1 and PN 1 is shown in Figure 4 .
Taking PN 1 as an example, we have three operators: → (order relation), ∧ (parallel relation) and × (choice relation). In the process tree, the leaf nodes are transitions of a Petri net, and non-leaf nodes are operators. Figure 5 is a process tree PT 2 
For PT 2 , its head-to-tail transition set is C HT 1 = {(t 1 , t 6 )}.
Theorem 1: C HT = {(n.lsib, n.rsib) |∀n ∈PT∧n = ''∧''} is a set containing all head-to-tail transitions. Given n.lsib and n.rsib, then n.lsib.child = n.rsib.child = null.
Proof: If n ∈ PT and n = ''∧'', there exist M n and t n such that
lsib→n.child, where n.lsib is head transition of concurrent blocks. Since n.child.child = null, then (n.child • ) • = n.rsib, n.child→(n.child • ) • , and n.child→n.rsib, where n.rsib is tail transition of concurrent blocks. In a process tree, the transitions are all leaf nodes, and thus we have n.lsib.child = n.rsib.child = null.
Theorem 1 indicates that in a process tree, the left and right sibling nodes of ''∧'' are head-to-tail transitions of concurrent blocks, respectively.
Definition 14 (Concurrent Transition Sets):
Let A ∈ , PN = (P, T ; F, M ), and PT be a process tree of PN. (t a , t b ) is a concurrent transition pair, and CTS is a concurrent transition set containing all concurrent transition pairs. t a and t b satisfy the following conditions:
(1) ∃n ∈ PT and n = ''∧''; (2) If n.lchild is not a leaf node, n.rchild is a leaf node, and n.lchild.p is n.lchild's subsequent leaf node, then t a = n.lchild.p and t b = n.rchild; and (3) If n.lchild is a leaf node, n.rchild is not a leaf node, and n.rchild.p is n.rchild's subsequent leaf node, then t a = n.rchild.p and t b = n.lchild. Theorem 2: If n = ''∧'' is a node of PT, n.lchild(n.rchild) is a leaf node, and n.rchild.p (n.lchild.p) is all leaf nodes of n.child, and then n.lchild (n.rchild) is concurrent with n.rchild.p (n.lchild.p).
Proof: If n ∈ PT and n = ''∧'', there exist M n and t n such that M n [t n > M n . Suppose that n.lchild is a leaf node, n.rchild is not a leaf node. Under marking M n , we have • n.lchild = Ø, n.lchild • = Ø. n.rchild.child = null. n.rchild.p is the subsequent leaf node of n.rchild.
Theorem 2 indicates that the transitions of the leaf nodes of ''∧'' and the subsequent leaf nodes of non-leaf nodes of ''∧'' are from a concurrent transition pair.
For PN 1 and PT 2 , its concurrent transition set is CTS 1 = {(t 2 , t 3 ), (t 2 , t 4 ), (t 2 , t 5 )}.
Definition 15 (Previous and Following activity):
Let A ∈ , σ ∈ A * be a trace on A, and PN = (P, T ; F, M ). γ is an optimal alignment between σ and PN. If an activity (a, t) ∈ γ and the position of t in γ is i. Bef(t) = • ( • t) denotes the previous activity of t, and Aft(t) = (t • ) • denotes the following activity of t. Bef(t) is at the position with i − 1, and Aft(t) is at the position with i + 1.
For example, Figure 4 is an optimal alignment denoted by γ 1 between σ 1 and PN 1 . Since (>>, t 2 ) (t 3 , t 3 ) (t 4 , t 4 ) ∈ γ 1 , we have Bef(t 3 ) = t 2 and Aft(t 3 ) = t 4 .
Algorithm 1 Calculate Head-to-Tail Transition Sets and Concurrent Transition Sets of Concurrent Blocks
Input: Process tree PT Output: Head-to-tail transition sets denoted by C HT , and concurrent transition sets denoted by CTS 1. C HT ← Ø, CTS← Ø; 2. n.lsib← Ø, n.rsib← Ø; 3. For each n ∈ PT do{ 4. If n = ''∧'' and n.lchild.child = null and n.rchild.child
and n.rchild.child = null and n.lchild.child
Algorithm 1 calculates head-to-tail transition sets and concurrent transition sets of concurrent blocks. In Line 1, it initializes head-to-tail transition sets of concurrent blocks denoted by C HT and concurrent transition sets denoted by CTS. In Line 2, it initializes head and tail transitions denoted by n.lsib and n.rsib, respectively. In Lines 3∼12, when the node n in PT is not empty, if n is an operator ''∧'', n.lchild is not a leaf node and n.rchild is a leaf node, then the subsequent leaf node of n.lchild and n.rchild are from a concurrent transition pair. It is added to CTS, the pre-set of • n.rchild is n.lsib, the post-set of n.rchild • is n.rsib, and (n.lsib, n.rsib) is added to C HT (Lines 4∼7). Lines 8∼11 are same with Lines 4∼7. Line 12 finds the next node. Line 13 outputs concurrent transition sets denoted by CTS and head-to-tail transition sets denoted by C HT .
Definition 16 (Concurrent Branches):
Let A ∈ and PN = (P, T ; F, M ), PT be a process tree of PN. n ∈ PT and n = ''∧'', and a concurrent branch is defined as follows:
(1) If n.lchild is a leaf node, i.e., n.lchild.child = null, then {n.lchild} is a concurrent branch; (2) If n.rchild is a leaf node, i.e., n.rchild.child = null, then {n.rchild} is a concurrent branch; 
We have
. . n 1 ∈ {n.child} ∪ {m.lchild.p} ∪ {k.child.p}, and a m1 , b m2 , . . ., and n mn ∈ {n.child} ∪ {m.rchild.p}∪{k.child.p}, where n, m, k ∈ PT and n = ''∧''. We have n.child.child = null, m = n.child = ''→'', and k = n.child = ''×''. If n ∈ PT and n = ''∧'', there exists an M n and t n such that M n [t n > M n . Under marking M n , n.child.child = null, • n.child = Ø, and then 
= n.rsib. Theorem 3 indicates that the previous activity of the first element of each concurrent branch is a head transition of concurrent blocks, and the following activity of the last element of each concurrent branch is a tail transition of concurrent blocks.
Definition 17 (Activity Mapping): For a log L ∈ B(A * ), ∀σ ∈ L and PN = (P, T ; F, M ), γ is an optimal alignment between σ and PN, where γ is composed of an activity queue (a, t)
is called an activity mapping of (a, t).
Definition 18 (Log and Model Activity Sets):
For a log L ∈ B(A * ), ∀σ ∈ L and PN = (P, T ; F, M ), γ is an optimal alignment, and (a, t) ∈ (A∪{>>})×(T ∪{>>}) is a move activity. If a ∈ A and t = >>, it is called a log activity. EL is a log activity set containing all log activities, i.e., EL = {(b 1 , t 1 ), (b 2 , t 2 ), . . . , (b m , t m )}, where b i ∈ A and t i = >>, 1 < i < m < |γ |. If a = >> and t ∈ T , it is called a model activity. FL is a model activity set containing all model activities, i.e., FL = { (c 1 , t 1 ), (c 2 , t 2 ) , . . . , (c n , t n )}, where c j = >> and t j ∈ T , 1 < j < n < |γ |.
Algorithm 2 gives a method for collecting log activity sets denoted by EL and model activity sets denoted by FL. In Line 1, it initializes EL and FL. In line 2, it traverses the optimal alignment σ,PN ,lc . If there is a log activity 
(π 1 (γ [i]), >>) and its likelihood cost function is 1, the log activity is added to EL(Lines 3∼4). If there is a model activity (>>, π 2 (γ [i])) and its likelihood cost function is 1, then the model activity is added to FL (Lines 5∼6). Line 7 outputs log activity sets denoted by EL and model activity sets denoted by FL.
For PN 1 and γ 1 , its model activity set is FL 1 = {(>>, t 2 )}. Algorithm 3 repairs models without considering a branch of concurrent blocks. Lines 1∼2 initialize a model and intermediate variables. Lines 3∼5 traverse an optimal alignment σ,PN ,lc , and obtain the position of head transition of concurrent blocks. Lines 6∼8 obtain the position of tail transition of concurrent blocks. Lines 9∼14 traverse an optimal alignment σ,PN ,lc . If the length of model activity sets is 1, then continue. If the model activities is located between head and tail transitions of concurrent blocks, and it is from a concurrent transition pair, then we add an arc from pre-set VOLUME 7, 2019 to tail transition. According to the firing condition of the LPN mining algorithm [15] , we add a logic input transition. In Lines 15∼24, if the length of model activity sets is longer than 1, and the model activity is located between head and tail transitions of concurrent blocks, then we continue. If the model activity set belongs to a concurrent branch, then the entire branch is not executed, and we add an arc from the pre-set of the first transition of this model activity set to tail transition. According to the firing condition of the LPN mining algorithm [15] , we add a logic input transition. Line 25 outputs the repaired logic Petri net LPN.
For example, for a trace σ 1 and PN 1 in Example 1, we obtain its optimal alignment is γ 1 (as shown in Figure 4 ) and its process tree is PT 2 (as shown in Figure 5 ). According to Algorithm 1, we obtain CFL 1 = {(t 1 , t 6 )} and CTS 1 = {(t 2 , t 3 ), (t 2 , t 4 ), (t 2 , t 5 )}. According to Algorithm 2, we can obtain FL 1 = {(>>, t 2 )}. Its CBS 1 = {{t 2 }, {t 3 , t 4 }, {t 3 , t 5 }}. According to Algorithm 3, by traversing γ 1 , the position of head transition of concurrent blocks is 1, the position of tail transition of concurrent blocks is 5. The model activity set is 1 in length, and the position of t 2 is 2, i.e., t 2 is between head and tail transitions of concurrent blocks. Due to that t 2 is from a concurrent transition pair, we add an arc from • t 2 to t 6 . According to the firing condition of LPN mining algorithm [15] , we add a logic input transition with I (t 6 ) = p 6 ∧ (p 2 ⊗ p 4 ). The repaired model without considering a branch of concurrent blocks is shown in Figure 6 The repaired model by the Fahland's approach is shown in Figure 7 , where it adds two arcs and one invisible transition. Our approach adds one arc and a logic input transition, which can improve precision and fitness.
This section gives a method to repair models without considering some branches of concurrent blocks. The next section will give a method to repair the models by adding new concurrent branches.
IV. ADDING NEW BRANCHES OF CONCURRENT BLOCKS BASED ON LOGIC PETRI NETS
This section gives algorithms for adding new branches of concurrent blocks based on logic Petri nets.
The repair approaches based on Petri nets cannot find that the relations between new activities and transitions of other concurrent branches are concurrent, and the repaired models are relatively complex. In this section, a repair method based on logic Petri nets is proposed. It first determines that a new transition is concurrent with other concurrent branches. The repaired model is simple, and the precision and fitness are improved.
Definition 19 (Concurrent Activity Sets):
There are multiple traces σ 1 = <t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m1 >, σ 2 = <t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t m2 >, . . . , σ n = <t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t mn >. For each trace, t i1 = t i2 = . . . = t in = n.lsib, and t j1 = t j2 = . . . = t jn = n.rsib, where 1 ik < mk and 1 < k < n. A concurrent activity set is denoted by S t ={(t in+1 , . . . , t jn−1 ) * |1 i, j n}.
Algorithm 4 Repair Models by Adding New Branches of Concurrent Blocks
Input: PN = (P, T ; F, M ), concurrent activity sets denoted by S t , concurrent branches denoted by CBS, concurrent transition sets denoted by CTS, and log activity sets denoted by FL Output: Repaired logic Petri net LPN = (P , T ;
Continue; i + +; Lines 5∼7 determine the position k of this log activity in S t , In lines 8∼10, if the transition is not the last one of S t , not the first one of S t , and the previous activity and the following activity are from a concurrent transition pair, then continue. In lines 11∼13, if the transition is the first element of S t , and the following activity is concurrent with the first transition of a branch, then continue. In Lines 14∼19, it obtains a transition that is from a concurrent transition pair before the new transition. In Lines 20∼24, it collects all the transition sets CB s between the most recent concurrent transition and the previous activity. If CB s belongs to CBS, then continue. In Lines 25∼29, it adds new places and new transitions. According to the firing condition of the LPN mining algorithm [15] , it adds a logic input transition. Line 30 outputs the repaired logic Petri net LPN.
As defined in Definition 15, Bef(t a ) is the previous activity of t a , and Aft(t a ) is the following activity of t a . We have the following theorem.
Theorem 4: Let t a be a new transition. The position of n.lsib, n.rsib and t a are l, r and i(l < i < r) in a trace, respectively. Then, t a is a new branch of concurrent blocks, and for all traces containing t a , we have Proof: For all traces containing a new transition t a , when the position i of t a is not r − 1 and l + 1, Bef(t a ) = Ø and Aft(t a ) = Ø. If (Bef(t a ), Aft(t a ))∨(Aft(t a ), Bef(t a )))⊆CTS, then there exist M n and t n such that M n [t n >M n . We have 5 , t 2 , t 7 )}. The log activity is t 7 . In the first, third, fifth and sixth group of S t1 , t 7 is not the first and the last activity. In the first group of S t1 , the previous activity of t 7 is t 2 , and the following activity of t 7 is t 3 , and (t 2 , t 3 ) is a concurrent transition pair, then continue. In the third group of S t1 , the previous activity of t 7 is t 2 , and the following activity of t 7 is t 4 , and (t 2 , t 4 ) is a concurrent transition pair, then continue. In the fifth group of S t1 , the previous activity of t 7 is t 4 , and the following activity of t 7 is t 2 , and (t 2 , t 4 ) is a concurrent transition pair, then continue. In the sixth group of S t1 , the previous activity of t 7 is t 5 , the following activity of t 7 is t 2 , and (t 2 , t 5 ) is a concurrent transition pair, then continue. In the second and fourth group of S t1 , t 7 is the first activity, the following activity of t 7 is t 2 , and t 2 has a concurrent transition pair, then continue. In the seventh and eighth group of S t1 , t 7 is the last activity, and t 2 is the activity that is from a concurrent transition pair before t 7 . We have CB s1 = {t 2 }, and CB s1 belongs to CBS 1 , and then we can determine that t 7 is a new branch. We add new places p 8 and p 9 , an activity t 7 , and an arc from • t 7 to t 6 . According to the firing condition of LPN mining algorithm [15] , we add a logic input transition with 
). The repaired model by our approach is shown in Figure 9 .
The repaired model by the Fahland's approach is shown in Figure 10 . It adds 4 places, 8 transitions, and 17 arcs; while our approach adds 2 places, one transition and 5 arcs and one logic input transition. Thus, our approach is relatively simple in terms of net structures. Since there are no repeated subprocesses and invisible transitions, the repaired model by our approach generates fewer traces that are not included in event logs. The precision and fitness are improved.
V. REPAIRING CHOICE STRUCTURES OF CONCURRENT BLOCKS BASED ON LOGIC PETRI NETS
This section gives related definitions and algorithms for repairing choice structures of concurrent blocks based on logic Petri nets.
Definition 20 (Head-to-Tail Places): Let A ∈ and PN = (P, T ; F, M ), PT be a process tree of PN. If n ∈ PT and n = ''×''. SF p is a head place and SL p is a tail place. (SF p , SL p ) is head-to-tail places of choice structures, and satisfies the following conditions:
(1) If n.lchild is a leaf node, then SF p = • (n.lchild) and SL p = (n.lchild) • ; (2) If n.rchild is a leaf node, then SF p = • (n.rchild) and SL p = (n.rchild) • ; and (3) If n.child is not a leaf node, the leftmost leaf node of n denoted by n.child.lp, and the rightmost leaf node of n denoted by n.child.rp, then SF p = • (n.child.lp) and
Definition 21 (Choice Transition Sets):
Let A ∈ and PN = (P, T ; F, M ), and PT be a process tree of PN. If n ∈ PT and n = ''×''. (t a , t b ) is a choice transition pair, where (1) If n.lchild is a leaf node, and n.rchild is a leaf node, then t a = n.lchild and t b = n.rchild; (2) If n.lchild is not a leaf node, n.rchild is a leaf node, and n.lchild.lp is n.lchild's leftmost leaf node, then t a = n.lchild.lp and t b = n.rchild; and (3) If n.lchild is a leaf node, n.rchild is not a leaf node, and n.rchild.lp is n.rchild's rightmost leaf node, then t a = n.rchild.lp and t b = n.lchild. For PN 1 and PT 2 , (p 5 , p 6 ) is head-to-tail places of choice structures, and its choice transition set is STS 1 = {(t 4 , t 5 )}.
Algorithm 5 gives a repair method by changing choice structures of concurrent blocks to concurrent structures. Lines 1∼2 initialize a model and intermediate variables. 
Algorithm 5 Repair Models by Changing Choice Structures of Concurrent Blocks to Concurrent Structures
Input: PN = (P, T ; F, M ), optimal alignment σ,PN ,lc , head-to-tail places denoted by (SF p , SL p ), choice transition sets denoted by STS, concurrent branches denoted by CBS Output: Repaired logic Petri net LPN = (P , T ;
While j < γ .length do 12.
If
Continue; 14.
j + +; 15.
i + +; 16. Use algorithm 2 to collect EL; we can obtain the position g of the pre-set of SF p , and we can also get the position k of the post-set of SL p . In lines 8∼15, it traverses an optimal alignment σ,PN ,lc , if a log activity between the pre-set of SF p and the post-set of SL p is from a choice transition pair, and its choice transition pair is a synchronous activity, then continue. Lines 16∼18 use algorithm 2 to collect EL, and we add new places, delete arcs and add new arcs. In lines 19∼21, according to the firing condition of the LPN mining algorithm [15] , new logic input transitions and output transitions are obtained. Line 22 outputs the repaired logic Petri net LPN. 
Example 3:
There is a trace σ 2 = <t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 , t 5 >. Figure 11 shows an optimal alignment between σ 2 and PN 1 .
For PN 1 and PT 2 , (SF p , SL p ) = (p 5 , p 6 ) and STS 1 = {(t 4 , t 5 )}. By traversing the optimal alignment γ 10 , we obtain that t 3 is the pre-set of SF p and t 6 is the post-set of SL p . We also obtain that g = 3 and k = 6. The log activity is t 5 at the position with 5. Since (t 4 , t 5 ) belongs to STS 1 , and (t 4 , t 4 ) is a synchronous activity, so we add new places p 8 and p 9 , and add new arcs. According to the firing condition of LPN mining algorithm [15] , we add a logic output transition with O(t 3 ) = p 5 ∨ p 6 , and we also add a logic input transition with I (t 6 ) = p 4 ∧ (p 6 ∨ p 9 ). The repaired model by our approach is shown in Figure 12 The repaired model by the Fahland's approach is shown in Figure 13 . It adds 4 arcs and 2 transitions, while our approach adds 2 places, 2 arcs, one logic input transition, and one logic output transition. Since there are no repeated sub-processes and invisible transitions, the repaired model by our approach generates fewer traces that are not included in event logs, so the precision and fitness are improved by our method.
VI. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
In this section, a simulation experiment is carried out using data from the thoracic surgery procedure of a hospital in Qingdao, and event logs can be accessible at: https://pan.baidu.com/s/14rHAac1NLEmwOZfYGJlGqw. The repair model approach based on logic Petri nets, the Fahland's repair approach [11] , the Goldratt's and Knapsack's repair approach [12] are compared. The Fahland's repair approach, the Goldratt's and Knapsack's repair approaches are implemented by a process mining tool ProM6.6.
A. MODEL AND DATA FOR EXPERIMENTS
Taking a hospital thoracic surgery procedure as an example, a model obtained by α algorithm [4] based on its event logs is shown in Figure 14 . First, a patient gets a number in the hospital by two ways: one is reserving from the internet, another is to ask consultation desk, queues up, gets medical records, books specialist clinic or general out-patient, and pay. Then the patient receives a number and waits for a call.
When the patient needs an outpatient examination, he/she may check CT, and take an electrocardiogram, blood routine, ESR or blood gas analysis at the same time. Then a doctor will diagnose according to the results of examinations and start treatment.
There may be some situations in the actual process. For example, a patient already has a medical card and does not need to get a medical card; or when the patient makes an outpatient examination, he/she needs to create a new examination, such as gastroscope; or the patient needs to perform ESR and blood gas analysis after blood routine simultaneously. The models based on Petri nets cannot correctly and accurately express the logic relation among transitions, and we need to repair model based on logic Petri nets.
Event logs that are incomplete and deviate from the process are filtered. Table 1 
B. MODEL REPAIR EXPERIMENTS OF FOUR REPAIR APPROACHES
The Fahland's method repairs models by adding invisible transitions collects loop transitions as a sub-log and adds a loop to original models. The Goldratt's method and Knapsack's method repair models by adding a single self-loop of transitions according to different constraints. These three repair methods do not describe the logic relation among transitions well, and the repaired model has some same behaviors, which increases the complexity of models. Adding self-loop and invisible transitions improve the fitness of models, but reduce the precision of models. Figure 15 shows the repaired models of our approach. Figures 16-18 show the repaired models of the Fahland's repair approach, Knapsack's repair approach, and Goldratt's repair approach, respectively. 21 , which reduces the complexity of models. Since there is no a self-loop, and the input and output functions restrict the firing conditions of logic transitions, the model generates fewer traces that are not included in event logs, which increases the precision of models. As shown in Figures 16-18 , the repaired model by the Fahland's approach adds 1 place, 6 transitions, 12 arcs, and 2 repeated transitions comparing with its original model. There are multiple repetitive transitions in the sub-process, and some arcs are added, which increases the complexity of models. The repaired model has some invisible transitions or self-loops, which has low precision. Compared with its original model, the repaired model obtained by the Knapsack's approach adds 5 transitions, 10 arcs, and 3 repeated transitions; the repaired model by the Goldratt's approach adds 5 transitions, 10 arcs, and 3 repeated transitions; and the repaired models of these two approaches have a large number of self-loops, which do not describe the logic relation among transitions well and thus reduce the precision of models. These repaired models of three approaches have changed its original model structure and are relatively complicated. Table 2 is a comparison of the results of four repaired models, including the number of added places, transitions, repeated transitions, and arcs. The total variations of the repaired model based on our approach, Fahland's approach, Knapsack's approach, and Goldratt's approach are 4+1+8 = 13, 1+6+12 = 19, 5+10 = 15 and 5+10 = 15, respectively. In comparison, the total variations of the repaired model of our approach are the smallest, and the repaired model of our method is more simple. The number of repeated transitions in the repaired model by our approach is 0 while those by the Fahland's approach, Knapsack's and Goldratt's approach are 2, 3 and 3, respectively.
C. MODEL EVALUATION
This paper uses 100-1000 different groups of event logs to repair a model based on four approaches. The comparison regarding the simplicity of net structures of four repaired models at the different number of traces is given below. Simplicity indicates whether a repair model is simple. The formal definition of simplicity of net structures is given below.
Definition 22 (Simplicity): The simplicity based on net structures of a process model is defined as:
where |σ | represents the number of traces, σ T i represents the number of events in the i-th track, and N T represents the total number of transitions of models.
The larger the value of the simplicity function is, the better the model is. The simplicity of the repaired models of the four approaches is shown in Figure 19 . We can see that the repaired model by our approach has the highest simplicity, followed by the Knapsack's repair approach and Goldratt's repair approach, which are higher than that of the Fahland's repair approach.
The comparison of the fitness and precision of four repaired models at the different number of traces is given below. The fitness is the most important indicator for evaluating the quality of models. The higher the fitness degree is, the better the quality of the model is, which means that more traces can be replayed. The degree of fitness of logic Petri net models is obtained according to [48] . The fitness of four repaired models of the four approaches is shown in Figure 20 .
As shown in Figure 20 , we can see that the repaired model by our approach has the highest degree of fitness, followed by the Knapsack's repair approach, which is higher than that of the repaired models by the Fahland's approach and the Goldratt's approach.
The higher the precision of models is, the fewer traces the models generate outside event logs and the higher the model quality is. The precision of logic Petri net models is obtained according to [48] . The precision of four repaired models of the four approaches is shown in Figure 21 .
As shown in Figure 21 , we can see that with the increase of the number of traces, the repaired model by our approach has the highest precision, followed by the Goldratt's repair approach, which is higher than that of the repaired model by the Knapsack's approach and the Fahland's approach. Besides, the repaired logic Petri nets have many good properties, such as reachability, boundedness, etc.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
For models with concurrent blocks, a model repair approach based on logic Petri nets is proposed. Based on process trees, the concepts of head-to-tail transitions of concurrent blocks, concurrent transition sets, and choice transition sets are proposed. By traversing optimal alignments, the transitions between head and tail transitions of concurrent blocks are determined. For a model activity between head and tail transitions of concurrent blocks, if a model activity is from a concurrent transition pair, or it is a complete branch of concurrent blocks, then the pre-set and following activity of this transition are deviated, and repair this model without considering a branch of concurrent blocks based on logic Petri nets. For a new activity between head and tail transitions of concurrent blocks, if it is a log activity, and its previous and following activities are from a concurrent transition pair, then repair this model for adding a new transitions branch of concurrent blocks. For a log activity between head and tail transitions of concurrent blocks, if a log activity is from a choice transition pair, and its choice transition is a synchronous activity, then repair this model for repairing choice structures as concurrent structures. The repaired model based on logic Petri nets is more simple, and can better describe the logic relations among transitions. Meanwhile, it improves the precision while maintaining a high fitness. However, this paper only studies the structure of concurrent blocks, and the next step is to discuss complex combination structures in the business execution process. In addition, this paper only considers the approach to repair a Petri net whose arc weight is one. There should be some process models with arc weight greater than one. We will study the corresponding model repair approaches as our future work.
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